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The results of the research conducted under this grant are presemed in detail in three
Master theses by Heinrich', Below a, and Broecen _. Additional analysis ofhhe
experimental data can be found in two AIAA Journal re'tides ° and two conferenc:e
papers 6,7.
The objegtive of Heimich's study I was to document the low-frequency flow oscii:,la_ion
on the LRN-1007 airfoil which had been previously observed at low Reynolds n_amber, to
determine its origin, and explore the phenomenon at higher Reynolds number. E_einrivh
performed detailed flow visualization on the LRN airfoil using suzface fluoresce_,t off and
laser-sheet off-body visualization. A large leading-edge separation bubble and t_,_g-
edge separation was identified on the airfoil just prior to the onset of the unsreed,.,, stall
flow oscillation. From the laser-sheet data, the unsteady flow appeared as a mas,;ive
boundary-layer separation followed by flow reattazhment. Hot-wire data were m_ken in
the wake to identify the presence of the flow oscillation and the dominant freque:tey_ The
oscillation was found in the flow f_m a Reynolds number of O.3 to 1.3 x 10s (the entire
range of Re studied). The Strouhal number based on airfoil projected height was
nominally 0.02 and increased slightly with increosing Reynolds number and sign!ificantly
with increasing airfoil angle ofa_',ack. Preliminary results from Heirtrich's study were
published by Bragg. Heinrich and KhodadousP and a more complete summary ttleludtng
a detailed review of the potentially related Bhear-layer-fla.pping phcnom¢na was reported
by Bragg, Heinrieh and Zamma'.
Below 2 focused his research on the leading-edge separation bubble which was
hypothesized to be the origin of the low-frequency osciUation. In/tially, experim,mtal
measurements in the bubble at the onset of the low-frequency osGillation were at:erupted
to study the charazteristics of the tmbble and explore possible relationships to the: shear-
layer-flapping phenomena. UnloVely, the bubble proved to be exla-ernely sel_tsitive to
the probe interference and it drastic, ally reduced the siTx of the bubble. These deIailed
measurements were then abandoned by Below. However, this led to a series oft_'.sts
where the leading-edge bubble and trailing-edge separaZion were aRered and the affect on
the flow-oscillation studied. Below found that by tripping the airfoil boundary-l_!tyer with
"2ig-zag" tape ahead of bubble separation, the bubble was effectively eliminated and The
oscillation suppressed. Wake survey drag measurements showed a dramatic red1:letion in
airfoil drag when the bubble and oscillation were eliminated. Using the "zig-zag" tape,
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the lraiJing-edge separati.nwas moved downstream sppmximately 5% chord. T'_!dswas
found I_ reduce the amplitude of the os_ilIatinn, particularly in the onset stag© at ]Low
angle of attack(around 14"). Through detailed analysis of the wake behind the aijfoii
during the unsteady flow oscillation, Balow provided a better understanding oft_,e wake
flowii©Id. A brief smmnary and analysis of these data can be found in the jourl_] ozticl¢
by Bragg, Heinrich and Balow 5.
Broeren 3 studied the oscillating flowfield in detail at Re "3 x 10_ and an angle o_!'a_Lack
of 15° using laser Doppler veloclmetry, LDV. Two-dimensional LDV da_a were acquired
at 687 grid points above the model upper surface while hot-wire dam were taken
simultaneously in the wake. Using the hot-wlre signal, the LDV data were phase
averaged into 24 bins to represent a single ensemble average of one oscillation cycle.
The velocity data showed a flowfield oscillation that could be divided into three :[low
regimes. In the first regime, the flow over the airfoil was completely separated h_tially,
the toe,field re.attached from the leading edge and the rcattachment point moved
downstream with increasing time or phase. Broerenreferred to this as the reaCtac_tunent
regime. The bubble development regime followed, where a leading-edge separa_;ion
bubble furmr.,d at the leadinK _tg© end grew with inoreasiug time. Duri_ the irdl_I part
ofthls regime _ tr-_ling-edge sep__.rationcontinued rJ3move downstream. However,
during the le_ 30 degr_,s ofphes© the trailing-edge separation moved rapidly fo_:ward
and appeared to me_ge with the leading-edge bubble. The third regime was t_-fczved to as
the separation regime. During this part of the oscillation, the flow was separated from the
airfoil leading edge and did not reattach to the airfoil surface. The reverse flow was se_n
to grow in vertical e_ent up from the model surface as the phase increased. Nex_L,
reat'_achment began again a_ the leading edge signaling the start of the reattachrnent
zegime, and so the cycle continued. From Broeren's work, the details of the unsl,'-_ly
flowfield over the airfoil were seen for the first _im¢, Additional _nalysis of this work
be found in Broeren end Bragg 7.
From this research a great deal has been learned about the low-frequency flow o;;ci[lation
which naturally occurs on the LRN-1007 airfoil near stall. The oscillation was s,i._ato
pc_ist at high= Reynolds number, the dependence of the SUouhal number on av:gl= of
a_sck and Reynolds number wcr_ discovered, the critic.el role pl_y¢d by the lmn:..nnr
bubble was shown and the entire upper surface flowfield dining a flow oscillatio _ cycle
was measured and analyzed. What still eludes understanding is the scaling of th,:: flow
oscillation and why certain airfoils, such as the LRN, have a very strong low-fr_;tuency
mode and other airfoils exhibit no organized low-frequency oscillation at all. T_ese are
the subject of the continuing research into _he low-fre_ uency flow oscillation cm'rently
underway at the Uaivet_iW of Illinois.
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